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ABSTRACT OF‘ THE DISCLOSURE 

The speci?cation discloses a garment hanger compris 
ing a base member of rigid thin-sheet material provided 
with attachment means for attaching said base member 
to an auxiliary vertical supporting member such as a verti 
cal wall, or the like, and with said base member being 
provided with a plurality of pivotal mounting means in 
laterally spaced relationship therealong, with each of said 
pivotal mounting means being provided with correspond 
ing outwardly projecting resilient frictional garment-en 
gaging means comprising a pair of longitudinal garment 
engaging members laterally adjacent to each other and 
effectively resiliently interconnected for forcible lateral 
separation thereof to allow the insertion of a fabric por 
tion of a garment therebetween and adapted to subse 
quently resiliently engage opposite surfaces of the fabric 
portion of the garment therebetween for positively hold 
ing and supporting the garment until said engaging mem 
bers are disengaged from the garment by forcible manual 
removal of the garment from said supported relationship. 
Each of the garment-engaging means is disclosed in a 
preferred form of the invention as being made of a single 
strip of rigid, but resiliently de?ectable, thin-sheet mate 
rial doubled over into laterally adjacent relationship 
whereby to form and comprise said pair of garment 
engaging members, and having an interconnecting integral 
portion at the rear thereof provided with and carrying 
vertically directed effective pivot pin means comprising 
one portion of the above-mentioned pivotal mounting 
means, the other portion of which comprises projection 
means integral with and formed from the rigid thin-sheet 
material of the base member and provided with vertically 
aligned apertures therethrough for receiving said effec 
tive pivot pin means. 

___________ 

Generally speaking, the present invention relates to a 
garment hanger and, more particularly, to a novel gar 
ment hanger adapted to be positioned on an auxiliary 
vertical supporting member, such as a closet wall, the 
inside of a closet door, or the like, and to support one or 
more garments, such as trousers, dresses, or the like, in 
depending relationship and to do so in a very space 
saving and compact manner which allows a number of 
such garments to be supported in a relatively small space 
volume. 

Furthermore, when garments are not being supported, 
the novel garment hanger of the present invention may 
be effectively collapsed toward the auxiliary supporting 
wall so as to occupy an absolute minimum of space. The 
device may even be partially so collapsed toward the 
auxiliary supporting wall while supporting a few gar 
ments———the degree of such collapsing movement being de 
termined by the number of such garments supported by 
the device. 

In other words, the garment hanger of the present in 
vention comprises an unobtrusive small-space-volume at 
tachment device which can be mounted in any con 
venient location and, when not in use, occupies a very 
small space volume and which can ‘be swung out into a 
position for ready supporting engagement with respect to 
one or more pairs of trousers, one or more skirts, or the 
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like, and in certain cases, can then be swung partially 
back toward the wall for occupying a minimum space 
volume while supporting the garments until they are to 
be subsequently removed, at which time the device can 
be swung out from the wall so as to facilitate the easy 
removal of one or more of said garments. 
With the above points in mind, it is an object of the 

present invention to provide an improved garment hanger 
for one or more garments which is of the character re 
ferred to herein, and which has any or all of the advan 
tages referred to herein, and which includes any or all 
of the features referred to herein generically and/0r 
speci?cally and individually or in combination and which 
is of extremely simple, inexpensive construction adapted 
for ready mass manufacture at relatively low cost where 
by to be conducive to widespread use thereof. 

Further objects are implicit in the detailed description 
which follows hereinafter (which is to he considered as 
exemplary of, but not speci?cally limiting, the present 
invention), and said objects will be apparent to persons 
skilled in the art after a careful study of the detailed 
description which follows hereinafter. 
For the purpose of clarifying the nature of the present 

invention, several exemplary embodiments of the inven 
tion are illustrated in the hereinbelow-described ?gures of 
the accompanying single drawing sheet and are described 
in detail hereinafter. 

FIG. 1 is a greatly-reduced-size, three-dimensional, per 
spective view illustrating one exemplary embodiment of 
the invention in mounted relationship with respect to an 
auxiliary vertical supporting member, such as a wall sur 
face, door surface, or the like, and in operative relation 
ship with respect to a garment comprising a pair of pants 
in the example illustrated and shown as being supported 
by the apparatus. 

FIG. 2 is a fragmentary, three-dimensional, perspective 
view of the left end of the apparatus of FIG. 1 drawn 
to a considerably larger scale in order to clarify the de 
tailed structure thereof. 

FIG. 3 is a fragmentary staggered plane section taken 
substantially along the staggered plane indicated by the 
arrows 3—3 of FIG. 2 and is drawn to a larger scale than 
FIG. 2. 

FIG. 4 is a cross-sectional view taken substantially 
along the plane indicated by the arrows 4-4 of FIG. 2 
and drawn to the same scale as FIG. 3. 

FIG. 5 is a cross-sectional view similar to FIG. 4 but 
illustrating a slightly modi?ed form of the frictional anti 
slip means of the FIG. 4 form of the invention. 

FIG. 6 is a fragmentary sectional view taken substan 
tially along the plane indicated by the arrows 6-6 of 
FIG. 3. 

FIG. 7 is a fragmentary three-dimensional perspective 
view similar to FIG. 2 but illustrating a modi?ed form of 
the invention including a modi?ed type of pivotal mount 
ing means. 
FIG. 8 is a fragmentary sectional view taken substan 

tially along the plane indicated by the arrows 8-8 of 
FIG. 7. 
FIG. 9 is a fragmentary sectional view taken substan 

tially along the plane indicated by the arrows 9——9 of 
FIG. 8. 
The exemplary ?rst form of the invention illustrated in 

FIGS. 1-4 and 6 comprises a base member, generally 
designated at 10, which is shown as being made of thin 
sheet material having rearwardly offset edges 12 for the 
purpose of providing rigidity to the complete base means 
10 and which is provided with attachment means for at 
taching the entire base means to an auxiliary vertical 
supporting member. In the example illustrated, such an 
auxiliary vertical supporting member is fragmentarily 
illustrated at 14 and may comprise a closet wall, door, 
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or any other convenient structural location, and the at 
tachment means referred to above is generally designated 
at 16 and comprises a plurality of holes 18 adapted to 
receive screws 20 therethrough for attachment to the 
auxiliary vertical supporting member or wall 14. . 
The base member 16 is provided with at least one (in 

the example illustrated, a plurality of) pivotal mounting 
means, such as generally designated at 22, in laterally 
spaced relationship along the base member 10 and with 
each of said pivotal mounting means 22 being provided 
with a corresponding outwardly projecting resilient fric 
tional garment-engaging means generally designated at 
24 and in, each case, comprising a pair of longitudinal 
garment-engaging members 26 laterally adjacent to each 
other and effectively resiliently interconnected by the rear 
end connection portions 28 whereby to provide an ar 
rangement such as to require forcible lateral separation of 
said garment-engaging members 26 in order to allow the 
insertion therebetween of a fabric portion 30 of a gar 
ment such as generally designated at 32, after which said 
garment engaging members 26 resiliently and frictionally 
engage opposite surfaces of said fabric portion 30 of said 
garment therebetween for positively holding and support 
ing the garment 32 until said garment-engaging members 
26 are forcibly separated for removal of the garment 32 
from said supported relationship or until the garment 32 
1s forcibly pulled out of supported engagement with the 
garment-engaging members 26. ' 

Incidentally, in connection with the above, it should 
be noted that the expressions “forcible lateral separation” 
and “forcibly separated” are intended to be broadly con 
strued and do not mean necessarily that one must sepa 
rate the two garment-engaging means 26 with his ?ngers. 
{actually said expressions, and similar expressions, are 
intended to have a broad meaning and to cover any man 
ually initiated action which brings effectively about such 
action. For example, it may mean (and, in fact, in a 
preferred mode of operation of the apparatus, does mean) 
that the side edge of the garment, such as either pair of 
adjacent creased edges of the pair of trousers 32 may be 
merely laterally pulled into the space de?ned between any 
pair of the garment-engaging members 26 and the gar 
menttremoval operation may comprise just the reverse 
of this operation—-the lateral pulling of the garment out 
of the space or slot de?ned between any adjacent pair of 
the garment-engaging members 26. This mode of oper 
ation 1s facilitated by the outwardly turned end portions 
34 carried at the outer ends of each pair of garment 
engaglng members 26. 
The inner surface of at least one of each pair of the 

garment-engaging members 26 may be provided with 
frictional or anti-slip means for preventing inadvertent 
slippage of the fabric portions 30 of the garment 32 
when supported between said pair of garment-engaging 
members 26. One exemplary type of such a frictional 
ant1-slip means is indicated at 36 and comprises longitu 
d1na1 horizontally directed inwardly projecting rib means 
as best shown in FIG. 4. However, an alternate arrange 
ment is shown fragmentarily in FIG. 5, wherein said 
frictional anti-slip means is of a modi?ed type, as desig 

' nated at 36a, and comprises a compressible elastomeric 
pad means (actually coated on the garment-engaging 
members 26a in FIG. 5) which might 'be made of any 
suitable material such as foam material, sponge material, 
or other compressible material having an effective‘ high 
coe?icient of friction and adapted to provide a ?rm en 
gagement with a fabric portion of the garment such as the 
fabric portion 30 of the garment 32 illustrated incon 
nection with the ?rst form of the invention. 

It should be noted that, in the FIG. 5 modi?cation of 
the invention, portions of the apparatus structurally or 
functionally similar to the ?rst form of the invention il 
lustrated in FIGS. I—4 and 6 are designated by similar 
reference numerals, followed ‘by the letter “a,” however. 
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In connection with both the frictional anti-slip means 

shown at 36 in FIG. 4 and the modi?ed form thereof 
shown at 360 in FIG. 5, it should he noted that the inner 
surface of both of each opposed pair of garment-engag 
ing members 26 (or 26a) may be provided with such 
frictional anti-slip means, if desired.’ 

In the exemplary ?rst form of the invention illustrated, 
the hereinbefore-mentioned pivotal mounting means 22 
takes one exemplary, but non-speci?cally-limiting, form 
wherein projection tab means, comprising in each case an 
upper projection tab 38 and a lower projection tab 38 
vertically spaced apart, are integral with the base member 
10 and are formed or struck out of the thin-sheet metallic 
material of said base member 10 and, at the same time, 
the apertures 49 are pierced in the projection tabs 38 so 
that, after they are formed in the struck-out substantially 
parallel relationship best illustrated in FIG. 3, said aperf 
tures 40 are vertically aligned and are adapted to receive 
downwardly therethrough effective pivot pin means 42 
which, in each case, is merely a headed vertical pin posi 
tioned within the interconnecting integral rear portion 28 
at the back end of each of the engaging means 24. Said 
pivot pin may merely be rotatively freely retained or 
frictionally retained in said back end 28 or may be affixed 
thereto in any suitable manner and, when mounted in the 
vertically aligned apertures 40, the entire structure just 
described effectively comprises the previously generically 
referred-to pivotal mounting means 22. - 
FIGS. 7~9 illustrate a slight modi?cation of the pivotal 

mounting means and, in this modi?cation, said pivotal 
mounting means is designated by the reference numeral 
22b and comprises an outwardly formed projection por 
tion 38b integral with and formed out of the thin-sheet 
material of the base means 10b and provided with verti 
cally aligned apertures 40b therethrough for receiving the 
rear portion 42bR of the modi?ed pivot pin 42b, which 
has a front portion 42bF engaging the rear portion 28b 
of the corresponding engaging means 24b in a manner 
similar to that of the ?rst form of the invention as best 
shown in FIG. 3. It will be noted that the major differ 
ence in this modi?cation is that the rear pivot pin por 
tion 42bR can be merely slidably moved directly down 
wardly through the ‘aligned apertures 40b for mounting 
the corresponding engaging means 24b, and the removal 
operation is the reverse of that just described. This is 
somewhat different from the ?rst form of the invention 
wherein a single vertical pivot pin 42 has to be positioned ' 
through and between the projection tab means 38 in a 
slightly different manner not susceptible to just being di 
rectly vertically lifted out of such engagement by merely 
lifting the corresponding engaging means 24. 

It should be noted that this modi?cation of the inven 
tion is shown as having frictional anti-slip means 36b 
of substantially the same type as that illustrated at 36a 
in the FIG. 5 form of the invention. However, said fric 
tional anti-slip means might be of the type shown at 36 
in the ?rst form of the invention illustrated in FIGS. 
l-4 and 6V, or any other substantial functional equivalent 
thereof, if desired. 1 

In the modi?cation of the invention illustrated in FIGS. 
7—9, portions of the apparatus structurally or functionally 
similar to the ?rst form of the invention illustrated in 
FIGS. l—4 and 6 are designated by similar reference nu 
merals, followed by the letter “[2,” however. 
Any of the several versions of the invention may be 

modi?ed to include individual features of the other ver 
sions and various modi?cations within the scope and 
broad teachings of the present invention and effectively 
comprising functional equivalents of the several forms 
of the invention illustrated are intended to be included 
and comprehended. 

It should be understood that the ?gures and the speci?c 
description thereof set forth in this application are for 
the purpose of illustrating the present invention and ‘are 
not to be construed as limiting the present invention to 
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the precise and detailed speci?c structure shown in the 
?gures and speci?cally described hereinbefore. Rather, 
the real invention is intended to include substantially 
equivalent constructions embodying the basic teachings 
and inventive concept of the present invention. 
We claim: 
1. A garment hanger comprising: a base member of 

rigid thin-sheet material provided with attachment means 
for attaching said base member to an auxiliary vertical 
supporting member, said base member being provided 
with a plurality of pivotal mounting means in laterally 
spaced relationship therealong, with each of said pivotal 
mounting means being provided with a corresponding out 
Wardly projecting resilient frictional garment-engaging 
means comprising a pair of longitudinal garment-engag 
ing members laterally adjacent to each other and effec 
tively resiliently interconnected for forcible lateral sepa 
ration thereof to allow the insertion of a fabric portion 
of a garment therebetween and adapted to subsequently 
‘resiliently engage opposite surfaces of the fabric portion 
of the garment therebetween for positively holding and 
supporting same until said engaging members are disen 
gaged from the garment by forcible manual removal of 
the garment from said supported relationship, each of 
said garment-engaging means being made of a single strip 
of rigid thin-sheet material doubled over into laterally 
adjacent relationship and forming and comprising said 
pair of garment-engaging members, and having an inter 
connecting integral portion at the rear thereof provided 
with and carrying vertically directed effective pivot pin 
means comprising one portion of said pivotal mounting 
means, the other portion of which comprises projection 
means integral with and formed from the rigid thin-sheet 
material of said base member and provided with verti 
cally aligned apertures therethrough for receiving said ef 
fective pivot pin means. 

2. A garment hanger as de?ned in claim 1, wherein at 
least one of said garment-engaging members of said gar 
ment-engaging means is provided on an inner surface 
thereof with effectively frictional anti-slip means for pre 
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venting inadvertent slippage of the fabric of a garment 
supported by said garment-engaging means. 

3. A {garment hanger as de?ned in claim 1, wherein at 
least one of said garment-engaging members of each of 
said garment-engaging means is provided on an inner 
surface thereof with effectively compressible frictional 
anti-slip means for preventing inadvertent slippage of the 
fabric of a garment supported by said garment-engaging 
means. 

4. A garment hanger as de?ned in claim 1, wherein at 
least one of said garment-engaging members of said gar 
ment-engaging means is provided on an inner surface 
thereof with effectively frictional anti-slip means for pre 
venting inadvertent slippage of the fabric of a garment 
supported by said garment-engaging means, said effec 
tively frictional anti-slip means comprising longitudinally 
horizontally directed inwardly projecting rib means. 

5. A garment hanger as de?ned in claim 1, wherein at 
least one of said garment-engaging members of each of 
said garment-engaging means is provided on an inner sur 
face thereof with effectively compressible frictional anti 
slip means for preventing inadvertent slippage of the 
fabric of a garment supported by said garment-engaging 
means, said effectively compressible frictional anti-slip 
means comprising compressible inner pad means of elas 
tomeric material. 
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